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The paper shows the results ot research of an 
element&r,1 communications network with alte
rable structure obtained from ordinar,y and 
constant alternate routing. It is aasumed that 

• 
flows ot calls in different busy hours are 
distinguished by mean number of calls (d1:tfe

: rent trattic) as during a busy hour traffic is 
constant. The research was performed by sta-
tistical simulation on 000-6600 and II1nak-32 
computers. 

• 

• 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
a ca 

In the optimi~tion of network structure, more 
attention is usually paid to the economy of 
line plant than to the economy of exchange 
sw! tching equipment. The importance of the 
problem of reducing the amount of sw! tching and 
control equipment becomes especially evident if 
account is taken of the fact that, when the 
communications network capacity is increased, 
the rate of increase of the SWitching equipment 
amount is greater than that of the line plant 
amount [1,2] • 

Optimum communications network structure is to 
be researched with due regard to the t ransient 
character of call flows on certain network 
routes within sufficiently long time periods 
(24 hours or a part of this period) and assu
ming that the traffic load remains constant du
ring short time periods (a busy hour) [3] • 

Comparing small variations of total load on all 
communications network routes with considerable 
traffic load variations on certain routes, it 
is possible to draw a conclusion that traffic 
changes on various routes are mutually correla
ted. If traffic on certain routes is increased, 
traffic on other routes is reduced because of 
the limited joint subscribers' capability to 
contribute to network traffic load. 

In accordance with the foregOing, the optimiza
tion of the communications network structure 
requires the provision of automatic switching 
of junction lines in order to adopt the network 
structure to the traffic distribution on vari
ous routes. Alternate call routing· may be simul
taneously used in the network. . 

Ordinar,y alternate call routing increases traf
fic capability of a communicatio:p.s network. Ho
wever, if the network structure significantly 
disagrees with the traffic distribution plan, 
the number of transit connections is great and 
this may substantially increase the load on 
swi tching and control equipment of the transit 
exchange. 

Constant alternate routing makes it possible to 
reduce the switching and control e~uipment load 
because of the fact thatJ when 8JlY two exchan
ges are connected throug.n. a third one, no' 
s~tCh1ng is needed at . the third exchange. 

If constant alternate routing and ordinar,y al
ternate call routing are used simultaneously, 
one is tempted to question about the field whe
re each ' of the two means can be used most effi
ciently. This in turn makes it necessary to 
clear up how the network q~al1ties (lost traf
fic, overflow traffic, etc.) depend on the 
extent to which the network structure agrees 
with the traffic distribution plan when each of 
the two means 1s used and when they are used 
simultaneously • 
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2. O:BJ'lOOT OH RESEARCH 

An ele.ent&r7 triangular' network with three 
exchanges was researohed. The exchanges were 
oonnected by groups of one-way j,unction lines. 

The tollowing six structure patterns were con
sidered: 

~
1~ s,ymmetrical network (SN). 
2 slightly asymmetrical network (SAN) 
, moderatel1 asymmetrical network (MAN), 
4 network with a breakdown. of one of the 

groups of junotion lines (strongly asymmetri
cal), - breakdown network (BN), 
(5) network in which the breakdown of junction 
lines in a group is slightly compensated by 
the other two grou~s! - slightly compensated 
breakdown network: {ScBN). 
(6) network: in whioh the breakdown ot junction 
lines in a group is moderatel1 compensated by 
the other two grou~sl - moderately compensated 
breakdown network {KcBN). 

Simulation was carried out using the following 
two traffic load values: 
(1) small traffic (ST), 
(2) great traffic (GT), 
and the following three types of traffic dis
tribution on various routes: 

~
1~ symmetrical traffic (ST), 
2 slightly asymmetrical traffic (SAT). . 
, moderately asymmetrical traffic (MAT). 

The number of junction lines in a group varied 
from 10 to 100. 

B.7 w~ of exaaple, table 1 shows matrixes ap
propriate to the six simulated network struc
tures with small number of junction lines in a 
group (about 10 junction lines). In the table 
every network structure 18 denoted by an ap
propriate letter mark. 

Table 2 shows matrixes of traffic types asso
ciated with the network structures given in 
table 1. Every type of traffic distribution 
pattern is denoted by a combination of the fo-
regoing marks. Hor instance, SSAT denotes . 
oall traffic w1 th slight asymmetry and GlUT 
d~notes great traffic with moderate asymmetry. 

,. NATURE OP RESEARCH 

Combinations ot every network structure shown 
in table 1 with every traffic distribution ' 
pattern shown in table 2 were used in the simu
lation. Thus in the field ot small number ot 
junction linea (table 1 and table 2), 36 cases 
were researched (6 network structures and 6 
traftic distribution patterns). The versions of 
initial data tor simulation were chosen similar-
11 in the range ot , interest from 10 to 100 li
nea in every group. 

It was assumed that traffic features Poisson 
distribution and that every of the three exehan
ge. and every route can be provided with ordi
nary alternate oall routing. In order to achi
eve constant alternate routing. it was decided 
to consider different versions of constant 
alternate routes be~A and B exohanges pro
vided either by AB and BC junction lines for 
every alternate route or by only one junction 
line it a communications satellite is available 

[4] or if ~ the' line cable la;ring is favorable 
([5] , Pig. 6). Siaalation was oarriea out, 
using a programm prepared by Prof. Dr.-Ing. 
A.Lotze· s chd.r and Laboratory (Uni ve~si ty of . 
Stuttgart) and a progr~ prepared by the IITP 
USSR Acad~ of Sciences. ' 

Hor simulation with a given traffic distributi
on (matrix 11 table ') and a given distribution 
of the junct on line number in different groups 
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(matriX 2, table '). the following was detined: 
a) Actual traffic load between the exchanges 
(matrix " table 3). 
b) Confidence intervals for actual traffic 
(matriX 4, table '). 
c) Overflow traffic for eve~ group of juncti
on lines (matrix 5, table '). 
d) Confidence intervals for overflow traffic 
on'a group of junction lines (matrix 6. table '). 
e) Served traffic between any two exchanges 
(matrix 7, table 3). 
:e) Confidence intervals for served traffic 
between any two exchanges (matrix 8, table '). 
g) Served traffio on eve~ group of junction 
lines (matrix 9, table '). 
h) Confidence intervals for served traffic on 
eve;'7 ' group of junction lines (matrix 10, tab-
le 3). ' 
i) Call losses of a flow between any two 
exchanges (matrix 11, table ') .. 
j) Confidence interval for losses (matrix 12, 
table '). • 
k) Actual traffic on eve~'group of junction 
lines (matr~x 1'. table '). 

By way of example, ' tab!,e , shows the results 
of simulation for a certain distribution of 
junction lines (table 1, matrix 2) and a cer
tain distribution of traffic (table 2 mat
rix 3). Elements_~f matrixes 4,6,8 and 10 are 
multiplied by 10 • and elements of -matri
xes 11 and 12 are multiplied by 10-~ • 

4~ PROCESSING OF THE RESULTS 

Simulation resulted in data for 448 different 
combinations of certain network structures 
with traffic distributions given by matrixes 
in table 3. 

According to questions arised, th~ results were 
processed to define certain characteristics of 
the network, including total lost traffic and 
total overflow traffic on the network. 

By way of example, table 4 shows data of total 
lost traffic and total overflow traffic for 36 
combinations of network structures shown in 
table 1 with traffic distributions shown in 
table 2. These 36 trom 48 cases cover some 
network versions with small gro~ps of junction 
lines (about 10 junction lines). 

Comparing the results analogo'qa ' to those sho 
in table 4 by numbers 1 ,2,3 or 4,5,6. one can 
see how the extent of traffic asymmetry in
fluences the characteristics of a network with 
symmetrical structure. . 

Comparing the results analogous to those 
by numb.r~7,8,9 or 10,11.12 ·for a network wi 
slightly asymmetrical structure and by 13,14, 
15 or 16,17,18 for a network with moderatery 
as;.*ymmetrical structure, one can see how the 
extent of traffic ~etr.y influences the 
characteristics of a , network with asymmetrical 
structure. 

results 
Analyzing the~analogoUB those Shown by numbers 
19-36. one can see the relationships for a 
network with a breakdown of one junction line 
group. 

The above comparisons were drawn for the whole 
range of values of ~ine number in a group. 

5 ~ CONCLUSION 
hat 

Analysis of the simulation resultsVyie1ded the 
fo11owing: ' 
a) In a symmetrical network with ordinary al
ternate routing, the deterioration of service 
quality (increase of lost traffic) with incre
ase of traffic asymmetry and constant total 



traffic load is not too high. It is safe to Table 1 
say that symmetrical network with ordina.ry al- '" 
ternate routing is resistant enough to asym-
metrical deviations of traffic load. 

~: 
10 10 * 10 b) With high network usage (high losses)! the 

influence of the increase in' traffic loa 1) 1t 10 SB 4) 10 *" 10 Blf asymmetry is less pronounced. 
c) With constant total traffic and high disag- 10 * 10 10 * reement between symmetric traffic and asymmet-
ric network with ordinar,y alternate routing, 
lost traffic increase is somewhat more prono-
unced though not too much significant. 
d) Network structure adaptation to traffic 
distribution plan by using constant alternate 1(- 7 13 * 7 3 routing results in a considerable reduction of 
junction line quantity (5-8%), however, it ca- 2) 10 * 7 SAN 5) 10 *" 7 SCBN uses slight increase of lost traffic and sig-' 
nificant reduction of total overflow traffic. 10 10 *" 10 ·' 10 "* e) In case of the breakdown of one of the 
junction line groups, usage of constant alter-
nate routing results in a negligible increase 
of lost traffic and a considerable~of total • overflow traffic • reduction 
t)With strong and moderate traffic asymmetry, 

~: 
5 15 * 5 5 slightly asymmetrical network should be used 

(network sfructure as~etry should be less 3) * 5 IIAN 6) 10 * 5 KCHN than traffic asymmetry). 
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Table 4 

Type of i7Pe of traf- Total lost Total over-
Retwork Stru- fic distribu- traffic in flow traffic 
cturea and tiOD;;. and num.- Erlangs in Erlanga 
number of ber of matrix 
matrix 

1. S5-1 SST-1 0.125 0.844 

2. Slf-1 SSAT-2 0.182 1.561 

3. SN-1 SIllT-3 0.243 2.650 

4. S5-1 GST-4 2.5?0 ?810 . , 

5. SN-1 GSJ.T-5 2.968 ' 9.34? 
- , 

6. SN-1 GIlAT-6 3.6?2 12.18 

? SAN-2 SST-1 0.358 2.080 • 8. SAN-2 SSAT-2 0.218 1.148 

9. SAN-2 SIIAT-3 0.26? 1.613 

10. SAN-2 GST-4 4.2?? 12.13 

11. SAN-2 GSAT-5 3.881 10.?0 

12. SAlf-2 GIU.T-6 3.901 11.07 

13. KAN-3 SST-1 0.8?1 4.420 

14. 1Wl-3 SSAT-2 0.435 2.024 

15. 1lAN-3 SIIAT-3 0.';53 1.474 

16. IIAH-,; GST-4 5.?8? 15.83 

17. 1Wl-3 GSAT-5 4.641 12.38 
-

18. 1IAB-3 GIlAT-6 4.';59 11.3? 

19. BN-4 SST-1 3.459 8.810 

20. BN-4 SSAT-2 3.8?8 11.99 

21. BN-4 SIlAT-3 4.243 14.42 
, -

~2. BN-4 GST-4 9.313 18.,36 

23. BN-4 GSAT-5 9.923 22.9? 

24. BN-4 GIlAT-6 10.?3 2?10 

25. SCBN-5 SST-1 3.rm 8..661 I 
I , 

26. SCBN-5 SSAT-2 4.033 9.821 I 

2? SCBN-5 ' SIIA.T-3 4.363 11.06 

28. SCBN-5 GST-4 ,10.20 22.20 

29. SCBN-5 GSAT-5 10.35 22.31 

30. SCBN -5 GIlAT-6 11.03 24'.63 

31. MCBN -6 SST-1 4.144- 9.990 

32. IICBN -6 SSAT-2 . 4.248 9.558 
" 

33. MCBN -6 SIIAT -3 4.465 9.890 

34. IICBN -6 GST-4 11.52 25.18 

35. IICBN -6 GSAT -5 11.24 23.?? 
,6. I4CBR -6 GIlAT-6 11.18 23.60 
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